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Anticipation Anxiety is the absolute fear of what is to come, but more specifically the 

space of time between the known and the outcome. While people may all have that kind of 

stress eventually, some people have it clinically. In a way, this kind of anxiety disorder is what 

horror games are all about, at least when they are done right. A true horror game does not 

cause fear with the overload of the senses, but by pulling the strings of the human mind and 

manipulating what one feels may or will happen. In order to understand this, one has to know 

exactly what fear is.  

Fear is one of the very few primal emotions that we still have despite living in a 

technologically protective era. Many people seem to believe that fear stems from things we 

generally dislike, but it actually is a stimulus chemical reaction to things the mind may think 

endangers life or sanity. It is unpleasant because it triggers the fight or flight response forcibly, 

urging the person to take action in some way or another.  In a way, being afraid of things, 

fearing the unknown, and the urge to flee is what keeps us alive. Despite this, people feel fear 

even when they know their lives are not in danger. This can be triggered by many things, but it 
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is known more as “terror”, “gross”, or “horror” as depicted by Stephan King (the three kinds of 

“fear”). Terror is, in a sense, knowing that something is wrong in a perfectly normal 

environment, that something has changed and yet one does not understand why. Gross is the 

most obvious one, representing things that a person would find disgusting, revolting, or 

otherwise just sick. Horror, the one used to define a genre in videogames, is when normality is 

altered to become unnatural.  

Knowing one’s medium is the best way to understand what approach to take. The 

aspect of “Gross” is best done in visual perspective and sound, something that words do not 

usually work well to picture. Terror is done the best when the viewer does not have an 

understanding of their surroundings. It is the aspect that one has when they think they are 

being watched, but aren’t. Terror is the aspect of fear best represented when the user is 

directly being involved in the medium, something that videogames have a unique position to 

abuse, but often don’t. Horror is the most common element depicted in all mediums of fiction, 

as it is easy to do and often gets overused to the point of not being scary anymore. Designers, 

however, have started to push toward a new style of horror: the uncanny valley. While this 

aspect has always been present, it has only been truly defined within the last couple of years.  
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When someone is designing a game that is aimed to play with the player’s emotions, 

they need to have an understanding on what those emotions are supposed to be portrayed as. 

Survival horror games are one genre that is the most affected by this, as each moment of 

gameplay needs to pull at the player’s senses, emotions, and anticipation in order to recreate 

the intended effects and atmosphere the story of the game is trying to present. Sadly, most 

games in this category resort to the overload of the senses with loud sounds, sudden flashes of 

images, and strobe light effects to make the player recoil in sudden exasperation rather than 

terror, horror, or disgust.  

With that said, the only time that I aim to purchase or try out a survival horror game is if 

the story and journey appeal to me. I do not want to buy a game strictly for the aspect of being 

put into these emotional locks of survival, but rather for more for the horror aspect. Infact, I 

personally believe that the horror/terror genre of videogames is always best paired with 

another genre in order to continue keeping the interests of the player occupied. The 

horror/terror genre can easily provide the world, ambience, and plot, while the other genre 
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provides the player’s goals and progression. Even something as simple as SURVIVAL horror 

could be considered in the style of category, as the horror represents the world and its direct 

influence on the player’s actions, but gives the player the /goal/ to survive the outcome and 

continue. This seems like it’s intuitive and “well of course” in retrospect, and yet there are 

many games out there that are impossible to fail or lose in because there is no goal other than 

walking through the game Disney haunted mansion style.  
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 P.T, in my opinion, is not a perfect survival horror game, but a perfect survival terror 

game. This game screams the aspects of terror, taking the same scenery over and over and 

applying changes to the player’s surroundings with each repetition. Combined with the 

constant anticipation anxiety gnawing at the mind while it expects the next change, this game 

truly understands how a person reacts, moves, and traverses its surroundings. The more the 

player inspects the scenery, the more the player is able to spot changes, hear clues, and 

progress through its halls repeatedly with no sense in sight. The player has the goal of escaping, 
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finding purpose in this repetitive loop, and really just surviving the psychological attacks enough 

to finish the demo instead of walking away. There are no giant spiders, supernatural creatures 

(sorta), aliens, or other aspects of horror that one would expect. The game completely 

embraces the whispers behind your back style gameplay and does it absolutely well. IT’s a 

shame about what happens with Kojima, as the demo alone changed the way people see horror 

games. 
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 Amy is a perfect example on how important immersion and emotional dependency are 

in a survival horror game. The player takes the role of Lana as they escort Amy throughout the 

entire game escaping the disease ridden town they’ve found themselves in. The second genre 

this game uses is stealth, which ruins the horror moments with terrible AI and controls. The 

horror aspects of the game are residually found in the boring aspect of zombies. The camera 

angles makes avoiding the enemies near impossible, especially as AMY loves to just run into 
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obstacles and enemies and get stuck. Players are taken away from what is supposed to be 

terrifying and drawn towards the frustrations of game mechanical errors and clunky camera 

angles, which in a way can be scary enough. The game really needs no more description, as in 

many reviews, Amy is notable for being labeled one of the worst games ever created in the 

history of gaming. No joke. 


